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Abstract. Two-dimensional elastic or elasto-plastic models dominate the current fatigue crack growth assessment and
life prediction procedures for plate components with through-the-thickness cracks. However, as demonstrated in
many theoretical and experimental papers, the stress field near the crack tip is always three-dimensional and the
fatigue crack front is not straight. In this paper, we develop a simplified approach for the evaluation of the front shapes
of through-the-thickness fatigue cracks. We validate this approach against experimental results available from
published papers.

1 Introduction
Propagation of through-the-thickness cracks in plates
is often treated as a two-dimensional process. In other
words, the crack front is assumed to be straight and the
variation of the stresses along the thickness direction to be
negligible. These common assumptions essentially reduce
the dimensionality of the problem, significantly simplify
the modelling approaches, and in many cases provide a
satisfactory solution useful for analysis of practical
problems [1]. Despite a large number of three-dimensional
analytical, numerical and experimental studies carried out
over the past decade [2], it is still unclear how adequate
these common assumptions and simplifications are, and
what influence the account for the crack front shapes has
on fatigue life predictions. Therefore, this paper is
concerned with the three-dimensional analysis of fatigue
crack front shapes. Recent numerical studies closely
related to the current work will be briefly presented next.
Branco and Antunes [3] developed a comprehensive
iterative numerical procedure to study the shape evolution
of fatigue cracks in plates based on the 3D finite element
method. This automatic iterative procedure was modified
and advanced in a number of subsequent papers [4-6]. The
crack shape evolution in this procedure is governed by the
effective stress intensity factor, which takes into account
the plastically-induced crack closure phenomenon. The
predictions of fatigue crack front shapes from these
numerical simulations were compared and showed good
agreement with outcomes of the corresponding fatigue
tests. However, this numerical procedure relies on a
number of parameters, which are not directly related to the
physical problem but rather to the computational
procedure itself [7]. In addition, there is not a simple and
transparent way to independently reproduce or verify the
a

computational procedure as well as reported numerical
results and conclusions. Therefore, in this paper we
suggest a simplified method to the calculation of stable
fatigue crack front shapes, which avoids many of the
existing uncertainties and difficulties, experienced by the
current numerical procedures.
The suggested method is based on a previously
developed analytical approach for the analysis of
plasticity-induced closure for cracks in plates of finite
thickness [8]. The analytical approach provides the values
of the stress intensity factor along the crack front at the
mid-point and for points close to the free surface. The
crack front shapes are approximated by a continuous set of
parametric curves similar to the numerous previous
studies for circumferential or elliptical cracks. By using
the linear-elastic finite element method we analyse the
parametric curves and identify the closest shape, which
satisfies the stable (or steady state) condition of fatigue
crack propagation. The stable conditions require the
effective stress intensity factor to be a constant value
along the plate thickness [9]. It is believed that the
developed method is capable to capture the general
tendencies of the crack front shape evaluation.
2 Outline of the Method
In this section we briefly discuss the analytical approach
for the evaluation of the effective stress intensity factor for
through-the-thickness cracks in finite thickness plates and
outline the main features of the parametric finite element
modelling.
2.1 Analytical Approach
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It is well known that the crack growth rate for a given
material can vary significantly with the applied load ratio
and the thickness of the plate or shell component. In the
early 1970s, Elber [10] suggested that premature closure
of the crack surfaces, whilst the applied load is still tensile,
will alter the crack driving force and thus the crack growth
rate. Referred to as crack closure, these arguments are
frequently utilized to analyse and explain the influence of
the load ratio [11] and specimen thickness [12] on the
fatigue crack growth rate.
The normalized load ratio parameter U (or the
normalized effective stress intensity factors) is often used
to describe the effects of loading and plate geometry on
crack closure. This parameter is defined as [13]:

classical two-dimensional theories (or plane stress or
plane strain conditions) can be obtained as a limiting cases
of very thin or very thick plates, i.e. when η → ∞ or η → 0,
respectively. The details of the derivation of these
equations can be found in the original paper by
Codrington and Kotousov [16].
2.2 Parametric Equation for Crack Front Shape
Similar to other numerous approaches, which have been
previously implemented to simulate fatigue crack growth
and shape evaluation of circumferential and elliptic cracks
[18, 19] and for simplicity reasons, the shape of the front
crack is approximated by the following equations:

U = ΔKeff/ΔK.
(1)

⎧0, z < β

x=⎨

Here, ΔKeff is the effective stress intensity factor range
and ΔK = (Kmax – Kmin) is the applied stress intensity factor
range. The stress intensity factors Kmax and Kmin are the
maximum and minimum values, respectively, experienced
for a given load cycle and the load ratio is therefore given
by R = Kmax/Kmin. The crack growth rate is then a function
of the effective stress intensity factor range:
ΔKeff = Kmax – Kop = UΔK.

(2)

Here, Kop is the opening load stress intensity factor,
which corresponds to the minimum load at which the
crack faces will be fully separated. Many models have
been developed in the past [14, 15]. Below we present an
analytical model [16], which directly incorporates the
plate thickness and will be used in conjunction with
parametric finite element calculations as outlined above.
In accordance with this model, the parameter U for mode I
loading under small-scale yielding conditions can be
approximated from the following equations:
U(R, η) = A(η) + B(η)R + C(η)R2.

(3)

with functions A, B and C are given as the following
equations:
A(η) = 0.446 + 0.266 × e-0.41η.
B(η) = 0.373 + 0.354 × e
(4b)

(4a)

-0.235η

.

C(η) = 0.2 – 0.667 × e-0.515η.

(4c)

where the dimensionless parameter
η = Kmax/(σf × h0.5).

(5)

In Eq. 5, h is half plate thickness and the flow stress σf
is taken as the average of yield strength and ultimate
tensile strength of the material.
The above equations have been obtained within the
first order plate theory, fundamental solution for edge
dislocation and utilizing Budiansky-Hutchinson crack
closure model [17]. The results which correspond to the

2
⎩α(z − β) , z ≥ β

.

(6)

Here, the coordinate system is set at the middle of the
plate and x is the direction of the crack propagation and z –
axis is along the transverse (or thickness) direction. From
an analysis of fatigue crack shapes for relatively plastic
materials the parameter is set at β ≈ 0.2h [20]. Thus, α is
the only parameter in Eq. 6, which needs to be determined
from the finite element calculations to specify the
particular shape of the crack front.
2.3 Numerical Procedure
The numerical procedure comprises three main steps:
Step 1: In the beginning, a guess value of parameter α
in Eq. 6 is selected and a corresponding finite element
model with the crack front shape given by Eq. 6 is
developed. From linear elastic three-dimensional finite
element analysis the distribution of the maximum stress
intensity factors along the thickness direction under the
maximum loading conditions are obtained in accordance
with the techniques developed in Harding et al. [21] and
Kotousov et al. [22].
Step 2: Further, using the analytical approach as
described above, see Eqs 2 – 5, the effective stress
intensity factors in the middle and at a location in a close
vicinity to the free surface are calculated. This location is
selected to avoid the effect of 3D corner singularities (~
0.1h from the free surface) [23-25]. For this location the
stress state is assumed to be dominated by plane stress
conditions, which corresponds to h = 0 or η → ∞ in Eqs 3
– 5.
Step 3: Finally, these two effective stress intensity
factors are compared and a new guess value of α is
intelligently selected to reduce the difference between
these values of the effective stress intensity factors. The
uniform effective stress intensity factor across the
thickness corresponds to a stable fatigue crack front as all
segments of the crack front grow with the same rate. The
iteration is repeated until the difference between the two
calculated values drops normally below 5%, usually, five
– six iterations are sufficient to achieve such accuracy.
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All numerical calculations are conducted with ANSYS
14.5. Symmetry boundary conditions on the problem
symmetry planes are enforced to reduce the size of the
finite element model. Thirty key points are specified to
define the crack front
front and the standard spline interpolation
is applied between these points. The model is meshed with
20 node hexahedral elements. A higher mesh density is
applied in vicinity of the crack front (as
as shown in Fig. 11),
while the area far away from the crack front
front is coarsened
to reduce the computational time.
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Figure 2.
2 Comparison between calculated and experimental
crack front shapes.
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Figure 1.
1 Mesh in vicinity of the crack front.

3 Comparison with Experimental Data
In order to check the effectiveness and accuracy of the
developed method, the calculated stable crack front shapes
were compared with selected experimental results [2
[26] for
middle cracked tension specimens of two distinct
thicknesses of 2.29 mm and 6.35 mm. A detailed
description of the specimen geometries, material
properties and details of the cyclic loading conditions aare
listed in Table 1. The outcomes of the calculations of the
crack front shapes are presented in Fig. 2,
2 together with
the experimental measurements. As can be seen from this
figure, the modelling predictions are in good agreement
with the experimental re
results.
sults. It shows that plate thickness
is a main factor affecting the shape of the fatigue crack
front, with an increase of the plate thickness and at the
same all other conditions the crack front curvature is
decreased (noting that the horizontal axis in Fi
Fig. 2
represents the normalized distance along the thickness
direction z).
Table 1: Geometries, material properties and cyclic loading
conditions for C
Centre
entre Cracked Tension specimens
specimens.
Specimen geometries
[mm]
Thickness
(2h)

2.29

6.35

Length
(2L)

200

Width
(2W)

100

Crack
length
(2a)

28

Material properties
(2024
(2024-T3
Al)
Young’s
73
modulus
[GPa]
(E)
Poisson’s
0.33
ratio (νν)

Frequency

10
[Hz]

Load ratio
(R)

0.05

Flow
stress (σ
σf)

Applied
stress (σ∞)

118
[MPa]

400
[MPa]

Cyclic loading
conditions

Many difficulties
difficulties in the selection of computational
parameters in the direct FE based numerical calculation of
the fatigue crack fronts are the main motivation behind the
current work, which was seeking a balance between the
computational effort and the accuracy of the calculations.
A simplified method has been developed and partially
validated against the previously published results. This
method is based on a number
number of implicit and explicit
assumptions and utilizes the earlier developed model for
plastically induced crack closure as well as a linear-elastic
plastically-induced
linear elastic
3D FE modelling. The application of the analytical model
for calculation
calculation of the effective stress intensity factor,
based on the classical plasticity-induced
plasticity induced crack closure,
allows for a significant reduction in the complexity of the
computational procedure.
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